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Executive Summary 

In this update we’ll move from the 10min to 60min to daily, weekly and ultimately monthly charts of the S&P500 to 

determine what’s next.  

So far we can count 3 waves up to SPX2109 from the SPX1992 low.  

Bears need to push price below SPX2073 and ultimately SPX2040, directly from the recent high to morph the 

aforementioned advance into a b-wave of an ongoing larger correction, or the Bulls will likely turn it into 5 waves up 

for intermediate i of major 3. 

SPX2040 remains the bull/bear line in the sand. The weekly charts suggest a large move is coming as the weekly 

charts have a Bollinger Band squeeze. However, a possible large long term rising wedge is forming on the monthly 

chart targeting SPX2250. Such a price-formation will be hard to trade, but coincides well with a 5th wave, also because 

the monthly MACD continues to fail in producing a buy signal. 
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Elliot wave update 

The advance off the SPX1992 low has so far only seen 3 waves up: 1992->2027, 2027->2016, 2016->2109, with the 

latter wave hitting the (rather extreme) 2.618x extension of the first wave exactly; see Table 1 (off by 2c…). Question 

now is if the market did 3 waves up or if it is working on 5 up for intermediate i of major 3? As the market is above 

SPX2040 (a key level, see here), and closed above SPX2100 for the first time in 12 months (see weekly chart, page 5) 

we give the bulls the benefit of the doubt until proven otherwise (drop below SPX2040).  

Table 1: Ideal wave tracker. 2.618x extension reached to the T: 3rd wave or c-wave?  

 

With the bull count as our preferred count we should expect a standard 23.6-38.2% retrace for wave 4: SPX2087-

2073; see blue box in figure 1 below. However, the drop to SPX2098 on Friday could have sufficed already for all of 

4 as green wave 2 was only 11p too. We ultimately expect wave 5 of intermediate i of major 3 to top at SPX2114-

2122 (see table 1 above; yellow boxes).  

Figure 1. SPX 10min chart: 3 waves up completed. Ideal wave 4 target 2087-2073, but can have already completed. 

 

The alternative is that SPX2109 was a b-wave high and wave c should be commencing now. For that we first need to 

see a trade below SPX2073 (4th waves don’t go much below a 38.2% retrace) followed by a drop below SPX2040.  

No drop below SPX2040 means a no go for the bears. That simple! It’s the defining line in the sand. 

  

https://investingintelligent.com/2016/07/02/the-importance-of-the-2040-level-on-the-sp500/
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The hourly chart shows the S&P500 filling last week’s BREXIT gap, as we anticipated on Thursday. From the RSI5 we 

can learn that if price goes directly higher above SPX2109, targeting the SPX2113-2122 region for a 5th wave (after a 

shallow 4th wave to SPX2098), negative divergence will set up rather nicely given it was extremely overbought (97). 

This should then set in wave ii. Targets for wave ii will be given once we’re certain we have 5 up. 

Figure 2. SPX 60min chart: Tracking 5 waves up. Gap fill complete 
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Market update. 

The TIs on the daily chart keep pointing up, and price has crossed above the blue and black trendlines, but stalled at 

upper resistance, putting in a reversal type of candle (long top wig), which does need confirmation with a follow 

through red/down day. Support is thus at the aforementioned trend lines (SPX2085ish), which coincides with the 2nd 

horizontal yellow S/R line). Below that and the 3rd yellow horizontal S/R line @ SPX2075 comes into play. Both fit will 

with the aforementioned retrace targets for green wave 4 (SPX2087-2073) 

Figure 3. SPX daily TI chart. TIs pointing up, ideal A.I. buy signal. Preferred count shown. Break below 2040 will negate. 
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Week after week, month after month, we’ve been following the weekly closing price for a close above the SPX2100 

zone. This week it finally happened, albeit by 2 points. All that time we also stated “We need to see at least a 

breakout and close above the 2100 level (on good volume), and the market starting making new ATHs” The first 

requirement has happened, as even volume the past week was good (similar or higher to the week prior on all indices 

we track; not shown here). Now we await the 2nd requirement on the weekly time frame. In the meantime, price is 

also back above the green and red trend lines. Hence, the benefit of the doubt has turned to the bulls: 70:30.  

The insert of the weekly COMPQ-chart shows a bullish weekly candle and tight Bollinger bands foretelling a big multi-

week (months) move is coming. Price does need to clear the pink and green trend lines to allow further upside, but 

the 20w SMA is pointing up, thus the intermediate trend is up. As such, the big move per the BB’s will most likely be 

wave iii of 3. 

Figure 4. SPX weekly TI line chart. TIs starting to point up. First weekly close above 2100 in almost 1 year. 
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A.I. indicator 

MACD 

RSI5 

MFI14 

July 1 and 5 have 

very strong Bradley 

Turn Dates (100/100; 

see last page). At this 

stage it remains a bit 

unclear if these will 

coincide with price 

highs or lows. After 

those our next 34 

day trading interval is 

set for July 11: see 

here. 

http://www.investing.com/analysis/the-importance-of-the-2040-level-on-the-s-p500:-what-happens-next-200139638
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The monthly chart of the S&P500 shows price yet again able to close above the 20m SMA for the 4th month in a row. 

The Bollinger Bands have kind of “lost” their “squeeze” set up (compare to weekly COMPQ chart on previous page), 

suggesting the uptrend will be a slow grind on this time frame more than the “explosion” on the weekly timeframe. 

In addition, to be devils’ advocate, the blue trend lines show a possible rising wedge is forming. The upper trend line 

held SPX2135 in check and may do so again going forward. Rising wedges are rather typical for 5th waves and need 

to be kept in mind instead of expecting a standard 1,2,3,4,5 wave sequence. It would also cause for continued 

frustrating trading over the next months. The wedge targets SPX2250. 

Figure 5. SPX monthly chart: A.I. vs MACD: buy vs neutral. Note possible wedge formation.  

 

The lack of a buy signal on the Month MACD 

coincides well with a 4th-5th wave set up where  

the 5th wave is too weak to produce a (in this case) long-term buy signal. 

 

A.I. indicator 
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RSI5 

2250 

No MACD 

buy signal, 

while A.I. 

gave a buy 

The Power of the A.I. 

Still no MACD buy 

signal, while our A.I. 

gave a buy signal 3 

months ago. 
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Market breadth and CPCE (put/call ratio) 

Albeit slightly higher prices on Friday, market breadth closed slightly lower. Nothing dramatically bearish, just an 

additional piece of the puzzle favoring a short term pullback. Otherwise, breadth obviously remains firmly positive 

and thus more stocks continue to advance than decline: that is bullish. Period. In addition, the running count of 10-

1 up volume days has been increasing over the past year, which often coincides with the start of a new uptrend 

within the next few weeks: see here, adding weight to the evidence for our bullish count. 

The current CPCE reading at 0.57 is rather low and close to “top imminent” levels, which coincides with our preferred 

short term count.  

Figure 6. SPXMO remains firmly positive but back off a bit on Friday: suggests short term weakness  

 

Figure 7. CPCE ratio close to “top eminent” 

 

http://www.mcoscillator.com/learning_center/weekly_chart/brexit_vote_brings_a_10-1_down_volume_day/
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How to trade this? 

First some words of insight and advice: Just as it seems like everyone is staring into the abyss, a bull market starts. 

Markets often move faster and with greater magnitude then our emotions can adjust to the new realities. Add in our 

cognitive biases—which include being unwilling to change our opinions even when the facts do—and you have 

perfect mix for being caught off guard and underperforming. While that is easier said than done, we do however 

need to continue to apply discipline with a flexible and open-mind: rigorously apply stop losses, set clear price 

targets, prudent profit taking, and adhering strictly to other personal trading strategies. With those in place we can 

become consistently profitable. 

Looking at our actual market we see the following options short term 

1) Price drops to our preferred wave 4 target of SPX2087-2073 and then moves higher to SPX2113-2122. 

2) Price moves directly to SPX2113-2122 from Friday’s low. 

3) Price drops below SPX2073 and SPX2040. 

The following trading strategy could be applied: 

When long from much lower price levels aggressive traders should take (partial) profits both in the case of 1) and 

2) and could try to long the next leg up in the case of 1). Investors who are long should set a stop loss at either 

SPX2070 or SPX2040.  
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All 2016 Bradley Turn Dates for the S&P 500 

January 5 (0/100 Bradley Siderograph Power) 

February 1 (0/100 Long Terms Power) 

February 3 (100/100 Declinations Power) 

February 6 (60/100 Middle Terms Power) 

March 11 (52/100 Middle Terms Power) 

May 10 (36/100 Bradley Siderograph Power) 

May 11 (47/100 Middle Terms Power) 

May 25 (100/100 Long Terms Power) 

June 1 (49/100 Bradley Siderograph Power) 

June 4 (47/100 Middle Terms Power) 

July 1 (100/100 Declinations Power) 

July 5 (100/100 Bradley Siderograph Power) 

July 5 (51/100 Middle Terms Power) 

August 5 (0/100 Long Terms Power) 

August 8 (60/100 Middle Terms Power) 

September 28 (32/100 Bradley Siderograph Power) 

October 19 (42/100 Middle Terms Power) 

November 26 (100/100 Declinations Power) 

November 28 (86/100 Long Terms Power) 

November 29 (100/100 Bradley Siderograph Power) 

December 28 (50/100 Middle Terms Power) 

March 21, 2017 (100/100 Power) 
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